Mik Mak's Long Range Summer F-Class Challenge
Saturday 25th & Sundy 26th June 2022
G.B.F.C.A Round 4 – Bisley Ranges UK – Richie's blog of events

Eyes on the prize – There's lots to play for at Round 4
Introduction - For those of you that might not already know, F-Class was started in Canada by the
late George “Farky” Farquharson, after whom the sport is named. The sport was initially developed
to address the fact that many shooters like George were finding that in the face of advancing age
and diminishing senses, it was difficult to shoot target rifles using open iron sights, shooting off the
elbows and thus the sport of F-Class was born.
From those humble beginnings, the sport exploded in popularity and spread across the globe
quicker than Covid-19 with the first F-Class World Championships being held in Canada back in
2001.
A year or two later and an olive branch was extended out to bridge the gap between the North and
South, bringing like minded shooters together and the sport of F-Class to our ranges here in the UK.
At the time, the two big elements in the mix were Mik Maksimovic from the East Midlands and Des
Parr from the mountain Clans in the North. They created the catalyst which formed the GB F-Class
Association and on a cold and wintery morning back in November 2005, the first official GB league
match took place on the hallowed ground at Bisley Ranges and the league has never looked back.
Those of you that know Mik Mak, will already know that he's a straight talking former squaddie
who holds a wealth of shooting knowledge and a passion for shooting sports to match. His gun
smithing is top class and his Dolphin rifles win matches in a full array of shooting disciplines all
around the world to current day. What he doesn't know about shooting and firearms, isn't worth
knowing.
All that being said, he does however have a sick and twisted sense of humour, after all, he is an FOpen shooter and many moons ago and after several wets in the Artists bar, gathered the F-Open

bunch around the cauldron and came up with a plan to put the little guys of F/TR, with their light
barrels and little 155g bullets in their place once and for all.
The brain storm that followed was the introduction of the Summer F-Class Challenge. An extremely
brutal and torturous competition that's shot at 1000, 1100 and 1200 yards. This is a competition that
regularly sees grown men and woman cry or even worse take up golf or opt out for a weekend away
with the mother in law. Frankly, it's brilliant entertainment for any onlookers and even for some
shooters.
Because of this, it was only right that when Mik Mak stood down from the G.B.F.C.A committee in
2019 to concentrate on his own shooting, his lovely wife Tina and gunsmithing, the competition
itself would then include his name.
Round 4 MMLRSMFC June 2022
As I start this blog, I'm still in total disbelif that we've reached the half way point of the season and
already have four league rounds under our belts. This is now the interesting stage in the season
where the majority of our serious competitors have already earned worthy points at each previous
round but can now try and better their overall league points by dropping their poorest score if they
can rank higher at any of the remaining four competitions left.
We planned to leave entries for Round 4 running until the 11th hour in order to maximise numbers
and take a gamble with the NRA's newly inforced cancellation policy. I'm pleased that the gamble
paid off and by the time we closed entries (3 days prior to the competition itself), we had just short
of 80x competitors and were only a stones throw away from maximum capacity.
This was a great number considering the pattern of lower entries we've seen at previous rounds and
with everything we're facing right now with living costs going up and fuel prices rising at an
astronomical rate, it was an awesome turn out with 40x F/TR and 37x F-Open and that's even after a
couple of no shows.
Proceedings got underway on Friday 24th June with a full day's informal practice. With 38x shooters
in attandance and split over 6x shooting lanes, it was a relaxed day which started at 09:00hrs on
Stickledown at 1000 yards. Our competitors shot along side the GB F-Open team who had 2x lanes
booked next to us as they continued to prepare for fast approaching World Championships in South
Africa next year. This session finished at 12:30hrs and after a quick brew and a spot of lunch, the
group gathered on the 1100 yards firing point for 13:15hrs.
Conditions down range didn't seem that bad and everyone came off the firing point happy and
managed to secure their elevations and put a handful of rounds on paper. There was a light breeze
running left to right and temperatures were quite mild and humid as if there was a bit of thunder in
the air somewhere.
As the afternoon session included a dress back to 1200 yards, we had to be strict with the timings
that covered 1.5 hrs at each distance. Thankfully at 14:50hrs and just as we started to pack up at
1100 yards and dress back to 1200 yards, the heavens opened and brought with it a nice cool breeze.
By the time we were ready to kick off at 1200 yards, the sun was out again and had already dried
the ground and was baking the air again. Unfortunately, and at that point, the same couldn't be said
for everyones shooting mats and we all know what it's like lying down on a soaked wet through mat
ha ha.

It's been a long long time (2018/19) since the league last shot 1200 yards and because of this, it
didn't go without a few hitches for some of our shooters. Some guys had problems dialing in the
wind properly and thought there were issues with their scopes.
Others simply run out of elevation, needing 48+ MOA to get even near the center of the target and
were either forced to guess where to hold over if they only had a 1/8th MOA dot reticle or used their
lowest hash mark on their reticle's cross hairs to give them potentially another 10 MOA of elevation
if they were lucky. Others weren't so lucky and were forced to retire and book an emergency
appointment with Mystic Meg and her crystal ball in the LMRA.
All in all though, everyone that booked into the practise gathered some form of information either
good or bad and the practice proved to be a useful exercise. At least that's what everyone thought at
the time. Little did anyone know what the wind Gods had in store for them the following day!
By the time the range Klaxon sounded at 16:30hrs, we'd already cleared the firing point and had
scattered in all directions to book into digs, clean rifles and get ready for a spot of dinner.
Although a handful of competitors travel to Bisley on the morning of each comp, the majority arrive
on camp on the Friday before and as a rule, the first evening on camp is always the madest.
At 17:30hrs, news was travelling in that many of our regulars were caught up in heavy traffic and
the roads leading to Bisley were as good as gridlocked. The reason would become clear later on!

Heavy traffic heading in the direction of Bisley
On Friday night, I was honoured to be invited to a large gathering by Dehane Cownley. With help
on the grill by master chef Gordon Waugh, Dee was hosting a South African themed cook off with
lots of authentic grub on offer such as huge Boerewors, Biltong flavoured burgers, Chutney
Chicken thighs and an assortment of delicious salads. This was then washed down with copious
amounts of South African lagers such as Castle, Black label and 33 Export. This was one hell of a
dinner date and certainly a night not to be missed.....Cheers for the invite guys.
Once everyone was becoming rather well oiled and starting to speak in Zulu, Dee then dropped a
bomb shell and explained that he'd pulled some serious strings and arranged some live
entertainment for us. Fare play to Dee, he'd only gone an secured the main two members of Oasis's
warm up band “Pew Pew Madafakas” on a rare night off from touring and booked them to perform

a live acoustic set for us all on Bisley camp. With lead guitarst Ian Chenery and lead singer Clare
Bunny singing the night away with Oasis tunes, this was certainly a night to remember and
everyone there had a right old laugh, including all the dogs dotted around the camp that howled the
night away.
All this explained the huge traffic jams outside Bisley earlier in the day and it was now obvious that
they must have been fanatical fans queueing up and waiting to get on camp in order to catch a selfie
with either of the “Pew Pew Madafakas” band members or grab an autograph from the diamond
duo.

Lead guitarst Ian Chenery serenades the diners while our RCO Phil Northam looks star struck
By the time the light had faded and the Haig Club Whisky had appeared on the scene, Celt Ridout
was last heard singing “I believe I can Fly” at the top of his voice. This was a mistake and he
couldn't and shortly thereafter proceeded to exit Dee's caravan without deploying the 4ft steps and
nearly broke his body after a hard thud with the ground and without any effort to break his fall.
Once we'd stopped laughing and Celt was able to breathe by himself again, it was time to make a
sharp exit before any lawsuit was started and there was a call out for witnesses. As we were saying
our final goodbyes, the heavens then opened with a torrential downpour and we quickly bolted back
to Paul Harkins caravan for some shelter and a few good luck flyers.
Dehane Cownley - Thanks for a great night and for all your hospitality as well as those who helped
with the cook off. It was very much appreciated by everyone there and more than proves that these
friendly gatherings held off range are just as important as the battles held on them and these
gatherings create a real sense of camaraderie and opportunity to relax. By 12:30hrs, it was time to
call it a night and as the rain had stopped, we all said good night like a scene from the Waltons and
quick marched back to our various accommodation on camp.

As is always the case at Bisley, you set you alarm for silly o'clock the next day, rest your head on
the pillow, think of V-Bulls and the next thing you know, it's stupid o'clock and you're scrambling in
the darkness trying to find your bloody mobile to switch off the alarm before it wakes up everyone
in the neighbouring rooms.
By 07:00hrs, I was on the range and with the help from a couple of the early birds, started setting up
the range gear. Straight away, it was a different morning than usually seen at Bisley. The sun was
out, it was nice and warm and there was already one hell of a stiff breeze moving full value through
the range. As I looked at the flags dotted across the range, they all pointed left to right and high into
the sky. A good indication that the wind Gods had answered my prayers and it was easily running
8+ MOA and that was at 07:20hrs ha ha.
The second indication that it was a tad windy was seeing Big Ste Moloney do his rendition of Mary
Poppins taking off into the sky holding her magic umbrella, except on this occasion it was a guide
rope and our 3m x 4m red gazebo. Thank god there were three more of us there to anchor each
corner down at break neck speed, otherwise sightings of a U.F.O would of soon come in to the NRA
as both the gazebo and Big Ste were last seen heading off in the direction of Heathrow!
The wind gods were playing ball and I knew it was going to be a challenging day of competition for
all our shooters. Talking of competitors, I was laughing to myself as the first thing that came out of
each of their mouths as they arrived and collected their squadding packs was “This looks a bit
interesting doesn't it” followed by a nervous laugh and a rush to set up a spotting scope on the flags.
By 08:15hrs, Stickledown was already looking busy. We had private clubs taking up lanes 46 – 49
to our right at 1000 yards, the GB Palma team training at 800 yards on lanes 1 – 15 to our left which
left our guys filling up 14x lanes smack bang in the middle of the range.
Strangly enough though, the NRA must have made a slight hash up as we had a single lane gap in
the middle of our line. This lane ended up having a small group of TR shooters using it and I could
tell they were a little uncomfortable with so much activity going on all around them and I think our
three lots of blow offs during Match 1, shook the very ground they were lying on. They were nice
guys though and we had a good chat with them throughout the day and everyone just got on and did
what they needed to do and remained happy.
After a short safety brief from the firing point at 08:20hrs and an introduction of our two RO's Steve
Rubley and Phil Northam to all our competitors, we got the show on the road and were ready for
Match 1, Detail 1's blowoffs at 08:45hrs.
The plan for the day was two matches of 2+15's at 1000 yards in the morning then one match of
2+15 at 1100 yards followed by a dress back to 1200 yards for a final match of 2+15's in the
afternoon. Each match contained 3x Details and because of this, timings had to be strictkly adhered
to as we had a lot of shooting to get through. Thankfully, being a weekend, we now had an extra
hour of shooting (17:30hrs finish) to help us get through it and we used it.
This competition is always one that has a good following but it was great to see some of our guests
had travelled in from abroad – Benjamin Gineste and Hughes Vogin from France and Ulrich Kwade
and Diethelme Duefert from Germany.
In order to make sure all our F-Open guys that needed to do HME's had the time to do so, F/TR's
main detail were first into the breech, followed by a mixed detail then a main F-Open one. Usually
the first details in the morning have it a little easier than proceeding details as the wind is generally
calmer first thing. Not on this watch and our wind gods on the day had other plans for us.

The stage was set and Match 1's first detail were about to get started at 1000 yards
The wind throughout the morning stayed within a bracket of 5 – 9 1/2 MOA left and this included
sudden drop offs a big pick ups which fooled the line in both classes and caused absolute carnage
with the scores across the board.
When the flags look like their consistently showing a full value strength and pointing higher than
level, its sometimes extremely difficult to gauge the velocity and its easy to think the wind strength
is the same as the previous shot when in fact it's either dropped off because of an angle change or
worse case increased which then throws your shot off the board. Because of this, there were a lot of
misses and unexplained 1's and 2's that caused a lot of head scratching and no doubt some newly
developed bald patches.
It also says a lot when only one F/TR shooter (Adam Bagnall) and four F-Open shooters (Martin
Townsend, Lance Vinall, Ulrich Kwade and Darren Stewart) broke into the 70's in any one match
all day. This was competition conditions at their best and you couldn't ask for anything more.
By the time we'd reached the lunch time break and completed Matches 1+2, the morning shoots had
proved all to much for some of our competitors and word soon came in that several shooters
wouldn't be returning to play in the afternoon for Matches 3+4. Shandy Pants....Booooo! Ha ha
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F/TR's Match 1+2 – Congratulations to all our stage winners
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F-Opens Match 1+2 – great shooting guys and some exceptional scores were submitted
By the start of the afternoon session and to our competitors shock horror, the wind had actually
increased in strength. It's surprising what a difference the extra 100 (1100 yards) to 200 (1200
yards) yards can make and especially with F/TR's .308's with their lighter bullets that are running
out of steam or heavier bullets which are dropping faster than lead balloons at these distances.

Another problem with 1100 & 1200 yards is that every change in velocity or direction is magnified
and it's sometimes extremely hard to keep your shots in the black of the target. If you can do that
and stay within the 3, 4 and 5 rings on days like we experienced, you're generally onto a winner and
that's even when the scores seem worryingly low at first.
It doesn't help that the slightest increase in velocity can have a huge effect on your bullet's point of
impact. It's a bugger when it happens but it's then very common to fall into a pattern we call “ping
ponging”. This effect sees a shot fall on one side of the target and into the extreme 1-2's, you then
adjust your sights to correct for the wind present and throw the bugger over to the far other side of
the target. It's a pattern that's immensely frustrating to deal with and even harded to null out and
break the cycle when it starts, even when plotting and especially when you're dealing with 9–11
MOA.
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F/TR Scores for 1100 & 1200 yards including the Saturday Aggregate – awesome shooting guys!
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Scores for Matches 3 (1100 yards) and 4 (1200 yards) including the Saturday Aggregate
Well done to all the medal winners, great shooting from all of you.
That concluded day one of Mik Mak's Long Range Summer F-Class Challenge and what a day it
was. I want to congratulate everyone that won stage medals and submitted some great scores. That
was as challenging as it gets but a whole lot of fun at the same time and that's what makes this
competition such a special one as its the ultimate F-Class challenge for all involved and a one off
for the year that's always talked about.

I caught a picture of the flags at 1200 just before they increased even further in strength

DAY 1

Last detail of the day at 1200 with spectators tucking into 99's from the ice cream van.
This was the true calm before the storm and only 10 minutes away from a serious down pour!
We finished the last detail of the 1200 yards Match 4 with 5 minutes to spare and as we did so, there
was rush of cool air that come passing through the range. This came as a total surpirse at it was
roasting hot just seconds before and several guys were still sat in the sun finishing off ice creams as
the ice cream van had conveniently parked up at the back of the 1200 yard firing point and did a
roaring trade for 30+ minutes and made a killing.
Anyway's, rain was inbound and all our shooters knew it. They then changed gears to finish their
details within time and did so in a tremendous fashion and finished well ahead of the hooter. It
wasn't long before the range was clear of bodies and “boy oh boy” did it then start raining. The
heavens opened and in a biblical fashion with a torrent of cold driving rain to follow.
How lucky were we as that was potentially a deal breaker and so heavy that we would probably
have had no choice but to stop for a break on safety grounds and then probably suffered the
consequences of running out of time. Thankfully that didn't happen and it all went to plan and the
rain only continued for a further 15 minutes, watered the grass, keeping any ducks in the area happy
before the sun was out again and baked the ground dry as a bone again. Bloody climate change ha!
It did feel like a long day though and as our shooters split in all directions to find somewhere to
have a quick bevy and settle the nerves, we packed down the range, loaded my car up at break neck
speed (literally as the TV unfortunately took a whacking and the screen broke) before I shot to the
the LMRA for a quick brew and to do the resquadding for the Sunday matches based on the
aggregate scores. It was then a quick shower before ragging to the 101's HQ, Pauls plastic palace
for food, several beverages and to dance the night away into the early hours, well midnight anyway.
It was then deja vu as my alarm sounded bright and early Sunday morning. Within 40 mins, we
were back on Stickledown at 1000 yards, setting up and soon ready to start all over again except on
this occasion it was only two matches at 1000 yards to complete the morning and competition.
F-Open's main detail started the day first and Match 5 included blow offs for each detail. As we got
off to another punctual start, I was grateful to see the wind gods had returned for the final day and

although it wasn't quite as strong as it was on Saturday, it was still blowing enough that our shooters
were very cautious and reminded of the horrors from the previous day.
The wind was still blowing left to right (the only constant) and in a bracket of 5.5 – 7.5 MOA which
made for challenging shoots on both matches and from what I heard from competitors coming off
the line, it was very twitchy and angle changes that caught everyone out the most. That being said,
some shooters got a grasp of the conditions quicker than others and some very respectable scores
came in while others had a right mare to contend with and struggled to hit the floor crawling.
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F/TR's Matches 5+6 and Sunday Aggregate
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F-Open's Matches 5+6 and Sunday Aggregate

L-R (F/TR's - Arnaud Martin 2nd, Asad Wahid 1st & Matt Jarram 3rd then F-Open's - Martin
Townsend 2nd, Dehane Cownley 1st and Joe West 3rd) Awesome shooting guys, well done!
GBFCA RD 4 – Mik Mak's Long Range Summer F-Class Challenge – 25/26th June 2022 – 1000, 1100 & 1200 YARDS
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F/TR's Grand Aggregate Results – Top 3
GBFCA RD 4 – Mik Mak's Long Range Summer F-Class Challenge – 25/26th June 2022 – 1000, 1100 & 1200 YARDS
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F-Open's Grand Aggregate Results – Top 3
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Well, that concluded round 4 and all I can say is, I hope you enjoyed it as much as I did. You guys
shot extrememly well considering the conditions and it was great to see so many of you giving our
long range competition a go for the first time. You've done Mik Mak's event proud.
As with all competitions, I thank our shooters for getting involved in the first place and congratulate
all our worthy winners across the full competition. I think with a competition like this and one
which covers the longest of the competitive distances 1000 – 1200 yards, everyone has something
different to bring to the table in order to adapt and over come the match conditions and that's
probably one of the main reason why so many different shooters end up taking home medals at this
competition as opposed to a small group of guys running away with it all weekend.
On this occasion we had near on 15x different shooters collecting awards in both F/TR and F-Open
classes throughout the weekend including several of our travelling foreign guests so well done.
I'd like to finish this blog with a couple of well deserved thank yous....
Firstly to our team of private markers run by Gary and Fred. You guys did an excellent job all
weekend and kept everything flowing. The jobs long and ardous and anyone who's marked targets
before will already know this. It's just a shame that sometimes shooters forget this, moan about the
simplest of mistakes and want everything in an instant but why change a habit of a life time.
Thanks to Steve and Phil for RO'ing all weekend and most importantly for keeping everything safe
and ensuring we kept on task with our timings to ensure we got through a busy schedule of shooting
and everyone made it through to the end relatively unscathed.
AND FINALLY I PROMISE – Thanks to all those who helped me set up and pack down the
range, all those who helped with correcting score cards, inputting stats, taking pictures and being a
general dogsbody for whatever needed doing throughout the weekend.
It was a sterling job and team effort guys, and very much appreciated by all of the committee, as
were the packs of beer left in my car and the generous contribution to offset my latest just giving
page “Richie's bar bill at Bisley fund”. It meant the world, blew me away and you really shouldn't
have as we're volunteers and in this together.

I'm a bit late completing this waffle and by the time I've circulate this bed time reading for you
guys, entries for Blair Atholl's Round 5 – The Scottish Championship will already be live and up
for sale on the GB F-Class website (hopefully they could even be sold out by now). Anyway I urge as many of you as possible to come and give Blair Atholl a go and support the league at
this round as we need you all more than ever right now. It's also a great place for a social.
Especially if you like Tennent's “super boff” or Whiskey from Blair's own distillery in Pitlochry.
Cheers Richie

